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Background: COVID-19 contagious health care personnel (HCP) who are self-isolating for a 10-day period
increases burden to workforce shortages. Implementation of a 5-day early return-to-work (RTW) program
may reduce self-isolation periods, without increasing transmission risk, during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Design and methods: This observational cohort quality improvement study included newly diagnosed
COVID-19 HCP at a multifacility health care system. The program allowed HCP to return to work 6 days after
date of a positive test result if they were not immunocompromised, had mild and improving symptoms, and
self-reported a SARS-CoV-2 antigen negative test on day 5.
Results: Between January 4 and April 3, 2022, 1,023 HCP self-enrolled and 344 (33.6%) self-reported negative
test results. Among these, 161 (46.8%) self-reported negative test results on day 5 and were eligible for early
RTW on day 6. A total of 714 days were saved from missed work in self-isolation. The number of tests purchased, dispensed, and reported per day of HCP time saved was 4.4. No transmission events were observed
originating from HCP who participated in early RTW.
Conclusion: Implementing a 5-day early RTW program that includes HCP self-reporting SARS-CoV-2 antigen
test results can increase stafﬁng availability, while maintaining a low risk of SARS-CoV-2 transmission.
© 2022 Association for Professionals in Infection Control and Epidemiology, Inc. Published by Elsevier Inc. All
rights reserved.

BACKGROUND
During the COVID-19 pandemic, health care personnel (HCP) selfisolation due to widely prevalent COVID-19 illness has contributed to
workforce shortages. Adequate stafﬁng in health care facilities is critical
to providing a safe work environment and safe patient care.1 Our conventional practice for HCP with a SARS-CoV-2 polymerase chain reaction (PCR) positive test result was aligned with the Centers for
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Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommendations related to
the duration of COVID-19 contagiousness and minimum isolation
period of 10-days (or longer in infrequent cases of moderate or
severe illness or immunocompromising medical condition).2 Compared to the duration of contagiousness due to other respiratory
viruses,3 this practice increases burden on the HCP workforce during
high community prevalence of SARS-CoV-2 infections.
As part of evolving public health and HCP guidance during the
COVID-19 pandemic, on December 23, 2021, the CDC provided
updated recommendations to shorten isolation periods for HCP with
a positive test result for a SARS-CoV-2 infection if they were not
immunocompromised, had defervesced and feeling well enough to
work, and had a SARS-CoV-2 negative test result within 48 hours
prior to returning to work on day 7.4 With the context of this new
public health guidance, we developed the 5-Day Early Return-To-
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Work (RTW) program that includes HCP self-collection and selfreport of a SARS-CoV-2 antigen test result on day 5, and if negative,
returning to work on day 6.5 Our intervention relies on antigen testing to be a marker of contagiousness. While the test characteristics of
antigen testing to diagnose infection with SARS-CoV-2 are well
described,6 other reports conﬁrm an association between antigen
test positivity and contagiousness as measured by viral culture
through the course of the illness.7-9
Prior to the start of this project, we had previously developed and
implemented a 7-Day Early RTW program that included a robust contact tracing application and barrier-free test distribution framework
to distribute SARS-CoV-2 antigen test kits to HCP.10 Based on data
from our 7-day early RTW program, we anticipated that HCP self-collecting and self-reporting antigen testing on day 5 of isolation would
reduce the 10-day self-isolation period and avoid transmission
events. Thus, the primary aim was to evaluate the beneﬁt of the 5Day Early RTW program to reduce the 10-day self-isolation period for
HCP following a SARS-CoV-2 positive test result. The secondary aim
was to evaluate the cost of the 5-Day Early RTW program, as measured by transmission events originating from HCP returning to work
early, and number of tests performed.
METHODS
Design
The observational cohort study design underwent formal review
and was granted ethical approval (Project 3201) as a quality improvement project by our Quality Improvement Review Committee. Methods and results are reported in accordance with Strengthening the
Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) statement and Standards for Quality Improvement Reporting Excellence
(SQUIRE) guidelines (Supplementary Table S1).11,12
Setting
This quality improvement project was completed during January
4 through April 3, 2022 at a 40-hospital integrated academic health
care system providing care principally within central and western
Pennsylvania (USA). The study period encompassed both elevated
community activity and a low-prevalence period with a system-wide
patient test-positivity rate ranging from a peak of 43.9% on January 9,
2022 to a nadir of 2.9% on April 3, 2022 (percentages are unadjusted
values rather than a 7-day average and an aberrant low value was
removed).
Data collection and SARS-CoV-2 testing
Contact tracing for COVID-19 diagnoses and SARS-CoV-2 positive
test results were conducted by Infection Prevention and Control and
Employee Health teams in conjunction with frontline managers. Our
contact tracing application was used to collect detailed information
about the exposure, symptoms, test results, and clinical guidance recommendations (provided in Supplemental Materials). SARS-CoV-2
testing (nucleic acid ampliﬁcation test) for COVID-19 was offered at
no cost to HCP. Human Resources policies allowed up to 10 days paid
time off for conﬁrmed COVID-19 illness and self-isolation, including
cases of reinfection. Data was collected from existing institution
repositories: Power Apps-based employee COVID-19 self-reporting
tool, Employee Health databases with COVID-19 reported illness
information, and HCP COVID-19 contact tracing application. Access to
data was password protected and limited to the project team. Data
documented within a secure intranet system was de-identiﬁed for
analysis.

Participants
All HCP who had a SARS-CoV-2 positive test result were invited to
participate in the 5-Day Early RTW program if they were determined
to be ≤4 days since date of positive test result. HCP were excluded if
their primary location of employment was within a long-term care
community or outside the state of Pennsylvania (due to location-speciﬁc regulations). Systemwide, at the start of the study period there
were 87,765 HCP with a 70% vaccination level and at the end of the
study period, there were 88,183 HCP with an 89% vaccination level.
During the 3-month study period, 5,937 (7%) HCP had a documented
diagnosis of COVID-19.
Intervention
A multidisciplinary collaboration including the departments of
Infection Prevention and Control; Quality, Safety, and Innovation;
Human Resources; Employee Health; and Laboratory Services synthesized current evidence, CDC guidelines, and institution policies to
design the 5-Day Early RTW program. This new program offered voluntary self-enrollment and allowed HCP, who had an initial COVID19 positive test result, were not immunocompromised, and felt well
enough to return to work, the opportunity to self-report results of a
SARS-CoV-2 antigen test on day 5 of their isolation and, if negative,
return to work on day 6. If the HCP delayed their self-collection of a
SARS-CoV-2 antigen test later than day 5, they were eligible to RTW
the subsequent day of a negative test result. Repeat testing after selfreporting a SARS-CoV-2 antigen positive test result was not considered (eg, if HCP had a positive test on day 5, they were not allowed to
RTW before day 11, even with a subsequent SARS-CoV-2 antigen negative test result).
Clinical guidance was provided by Employee Health (or the HCP’s
personal physician) on the likelihood of a false negative symptomatic
test result; retesting was recommended on a case-by-case basis. For
negative test HCP with symptoms of a viral respiratory infection, clinical guidance was provided by Employee Health (or the HCP’s personal physician) according to the Evaluation of Illness criteria in the
Employee Viral Respiratory Infection Guidelines Including Inﬂuenza
and SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) Viruses (provided in Supplemental Materials).
Acute care facility teams established on-site collection locations
for initial onset COVID-19 testing and drive through pick up locations
for SARS-CoV-2 antigen test kits; test kit distributions were recorded
to reduce risk of misuse/allocation of test kits. HCP were required to
use an internal web-based reporting tool to self-report their eligibility attestation and SARS-CoV-2 antigen test results (Supplementary
Fig S1 and Fig S2). To aid in educating our health system leaders and
project teams we designed a ﬂowchart of the self-isolation strategy
for the 5-Day Early RTW program (Fig 1).
Outcome measurements
Primary outcomes include the number of HCP eligible for early
RTW and total number of days saved from missed work due to selfisolation. To quantify the potential beneﬁt of the program, the total
number of HCP eligible for early RTW was calculated as the sum of
HCP who had a negative test on day 5 and the number of days saved
from missed work in self-isolation was calculated as the sum of maximum days in self-isolation (10 days) subtracted by actual days in selfisolation (minimum = 5 days, maximum = 10 days per person).
Secondary outcomes include 2 sources of cost: transmission after
early return to work and number of tests performed. To estimate this
risk on the HCP, we cross-reference HCP who self-reported early
return to work with HCP in the existing Infection Prevention and
Control for Employee Health contact tracing application to see if any
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Fig 1. Health care personnel 5-day early return-to-work program ﬂowchart. PCR, polymerase chain reaction.

HCP participating in the 5-Day Early RTW program were subsequently part of a potential COVID-19 transmission cluster. The cost of
the program was also focused on the purchase of SARS-CoV-2 antigen
test kits for distribution. We calculated the number of tests purchased and dispensed that were required to save one day of HCP
time.
Statistical analysis
Data collected during the project were analyzed using descriptive
statistics (means, percentages, and standard deviations). No formal
hypothesis testing was done.

characterizes the impact of the program during each of the 3 months
with different prevalence. The trend for prevalence of monthly
COVID-19 positive tests for our systemwide community (HCP and
patients combined) mirrors the monthly HCP only COVID-19 positive
tests during the study period.
There were no HCP who returned earlier than 10 days and subsequently part of a potential COVID-19 transmission cluster. During the
evaluation period approximately 3,118 tests were purchased and distributed. Therefore, the number of SARS-CoV-2 antigen tests purchased, dispensed, and reported per 1 day of health care worker time
was 4.4 (3,118/714).
DISCUSSION

RESULTS
During the study analysis period between January 4 and April 3,
2022, there were 87,765 HCP and 88,183 HCP systemwide, respectively. During this time, there were 5,937 (6.7%) HCP diagnosed by
Employee Health or reported an external diagnosis of COVID-19 to
Employee Health, accounting for approximately 44,100 days lost to
COVID-19. Of the 5,937 HCP, 1,023 (17.3%) participated in selfreported antigen testing on or after day 5. Among 1,023 self-reporting antigen test results, 679 (66.4%) were positive and 344 (33.6%)
were negative. Of the 344 HCP self-reporting a negative test, 161
(46.8%) were eligible for early RTW, which is 15.7% (161 of 1,023) of
all HCP self-reporting as part of the program, and 2.7% (161 of 5,937)
of all HCP with a diagnosis of COVID-19 during the 3-month study
period. The remaining 183 (53.2%) HCP were excluded from the analysis for the following reasons: 2 (0.6%) were not cleared by employee
health for early RTW until after the study end date due to a delay in
data report generation; 42 (12.2%) were not cleared by employee
health for early RTW due to risk of COVID-19 contagiousness (eg,
continued symptoms and not feeling well enough to return to work);
and 139 (40.4%) attested to meeting all study eligibility criteria for
self-enrollment, but did not follow through in providing employee
health with actual documentation of their initial external positive
test result. Further exploration revealed that allowing HCP to selfenroll in the study without documentation to support eligibility presented an opportunity to obtain a free SARS-CoV-2 antigen test kit
for personal use (eg, upcoming air travel, large crowd events, social
gatherings, or curiosity).
Among the 161 HCP who met eligibility criteria to RTW early, 79%
(128 of 161) actually RTW prior to day 11, on average 4.4 days early,
and actual number of days saved from missed work secondary to the
5-Day Early RTW program for the 128 HCP was 714 days. Table 1

Persistence of the COVID-19 pandemic has led to growing stafﬁng
shortages. The 10-day self-isolation guideline for HCP with a SARSCoV-2 positive test result was established to be conservative with
respect to virus transmission.1 Efﬁciencies in methods for testing
HCP to determine eligibility for early RTW programs are especially
needed during surges of COVID-19 cases. Our methods for HCP selfcollection and facility lab testing typically provided test results within
1 day, and HCP self-collection SARS-CoV-2 antigen test results were
available and self-reported the same day. The adaptability to ﬂex
early RTW self-isolation periods without increased incidence of
COVID-19 is critical for pandemic surge response. In this quality
improvement project characterizing the impact of a 5-day early RTW
program for HCP who self-reported a SARS-CoV-2 antigen negative
test result on day 5 of isolation, we found that of those participating
in the program and eligible for early RTW, 79.3% successfully RTW,
on average 4.4 days early, and over a 3-month period accruing
714 days were recovered. Although the proportion of all COVID-19
positive HCP that returned early to work was very low, the costs of
implementing the program per day saved were small, particularly
given the voluntary nature of the program. These data support the
approach that HCP may be eligible to RTW earlier than the conservative recommended quarantine period of 10 days, and our organization has continued the program.1
Risk reduction and degree of infectiousness with SARS-CoV-2 positivity and release from isolation is an ongoing challenge. A recent
study of fully vaccinated National Football League (NFL) team members (N = 173) appears to refute the current CDC public health guidance focusing on 5 days4 with their conclusion that persons with
COVID-19 should continue taking precautions, including correct and
consistent mask use, for a full 10 days after symptom onset or after
initial positive test result if they are asymptomatic.13 Another study
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616
78
20
714
670
95
20
785
5,212
588
137
5,937
HCP, health care personnel; PCR, polymerase chain reaction; RTW, return-to-work.
*Community-wide is deﬁned as HCP and patients combined with COVID-19 tests performed at study facilities.
y
Does not account for unreported at-home results or results performed outside of study facilities.
z
Proportions are expressed as percentages.

82% (281)
14% (49)
4% (14)
34% (344)
131
26
4
161
January 4, 2022-February 3, 2022
February 4, 2022-March 3, 2022
March 4, 2022-April 3, 2022
Overall study period

35%
13%
5%
25%

39%
21%
10%
34%

82% (843)
13% (133)
5% (47)
17% (1,023)

Actual
Potential
All HCP reporting COVID-19
positive to employer
Participating in
self-reporting
(COVID-19 positive
or negative test result)
Eligible for RTW
early (self-reporting
COVID-19 negative test)
Employee PCR
self-collection
programy
Community-wide
testing*

Frequency of COVID-19
positivity in reference populations
Number of HCP cleared
to RTW early
Period

Table 1
Health care personnel resources recovered during the 5-day early return-to-work program by month

Program participation measured as proportion of
HCP who RTW early, by COVID-19 reporting statusz

RTW program
days saved

4

reporting 5-day early RTW for health care workers (N = 729) found
80% were still SARS-CoV-2 antigen positive.14 Their conclusion for
ending isolation after 5 days is also cautious, suggesting that during
the 10 days after infection, persons might be infectious to others and
are recommended to wear a well-ﬁtting mask when around others,
and to avoid contact with those at elevated risk for severe disease.14
While the NFL description reported that no one who returned to
work early became sick,13 neither of the studies report on transmission (or absence of transmission) from individuals returning to activities before day 10. Moreover, there is added risk in 5-day early RTW
since a substantial number of HCP may still be contagious, that is mitigated by universal masking and SARS-CoV-2 antigen negative test
result; but unfortunately, these studies don’t quantify how successful
antigen testing is in risk reduction.
There are several limitations to the study. Several design elements of this quality improvement intervention result in limitations
in the analysis or interpretation of the ﬁndings. Specimen self-collection and the test platform we used were not validated or medically observed, which could lead to false negatives. While the test
characteristics of antigen testing to diagnose infection with SARSCoV-2 are well described,6 work environment and patient care
safety based upon the qualitative data of self-collection SARS-CoV-2
antigen testing remain unknown. However, this is not a study of
analytic sensitivity, it is a pragmatic trial to test for feasibility and
test positivity is a continuum of contagiousness risk, likely mitigated
by universal masking (which may change). We did not repeat SARSCoV-2 testing at day 10, so we may have missed virus acquisition
after returning to work. Furthermore, case ﬁnding for transmission
depended on limitations of contact tracing (not active surveillance).
A limiting factor in the success of the program relates to the HCP
voluntary self-selection and nonparticipation process design. As a
result, there was a greater divide between the number of all HCP
with documented COVID-19 and the number of HCP who may have
negative test results on day 5 and RTW early. Therefore, we likely
under-estimated the beneﬁcial impact (and potential risk) of the
program. Yet, even with this limitation, we demonstrated successful
feasibility of HCP returning to work on day 6 following a negative
test result on day 5 rather than the CDC’s recommendation of
returning to work on day 7.4
CONCLUSION
To optimize HCP workforce stafﬁng availability during a COVID-19
pandemic surge, self-report antigen testing methods are needed to
implement early RTW programs, while maintaining low risk of SARSCoV-2 transmission.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material associated with this article can be found
in the online version at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ajic.2022.11.006.
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